












































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Sector! Company! Investors! NGOs! Total!
Automotive! Ford!! 4! 4! 8!
GM!! ! 3! 3!
Honda!! ! 1! 1!
Toyota!! ! 2! 2!
Electric!Power! AEP!! 3! 6! 9!
Dominion!! ! 1! 1!
DTE!! 1! 3! 4!
DukeVProgress! ! 10! 10!
Edison!! ! 1! 1!
FirstEnergy!! ! 3! 3!
NextEra!! ! 3! 3!
Southern!! 4! 9! 13!
Xcel!! ! 5! 5!
Oil!&!Gas! BP! 5! 8! 13!
Chevron!! 3! 9! 12!
ConocoPhillips! 4! 4! 8!
Exxon!Mobil! 7! 11! 18!
Occidental!! 2! 1! 3!
Shell!! ! 3! 3!
Total!S.A.! 3! ! 3!

























































































































































































• Deciding!which!stakeholders!will!interact!with!the!company!! !!!! !!!! !
• The!content!of!the!interactions!(what!issues!are!covered,!how,!and!by!whom)!! !




























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































SENIOR!LEADERS! 2.01! 1.21! 2.25! 1.28!
INTERACTIVE! 2.22! 0.89! 2.43! 1.12!
SCOPE/SCALE! 2.37! 1.11! 2.57! 1.14!
STAKE_INVOLVE! 2.22! 1.29! 1.97! 1.00!
TIMING! 2.95! 1.42! 2.43! 1.24!
!! !! !! !! !!
CONTROL!1! 2.55! 1.56! 3.67! 1.43!
CONTROL!2! 3.18! 1.46! 3.78! 1.29!
CONTROL!3! 2.38! 1.48! 2.22! 1.53!
CONTROL!4! 1.71! 1.11! 1.61! 0.93!
CONTROL!5! 3.08! 1.62! 3.83! 1.61!
!! !! !! !! !!
POSTURE!1! 2.77! 1.46! 3.72! 1.43!
POSTURE!2! 3.05! 1.37! 3.79! 1.22!
POSTURE!3! 3.19! 1.27! 3.18! 1.30!
POSTURE!4! 2.49! 1.40! 2.72! 1.00!
POSTURE!5! 2.36! 1.16! 3.06! 1.22!
POSTURE!6! 2.66! 1.37! 3.21! 1.17!
!! !! !! !! !!
OPEN!1! 3.41! 1.25! 4.00! 1.07!
OPEN!2! 3.23! 1.30! 4.00! 0.89!
OPEN!3! 3.06! 1.29! 3.94! 1.26!
OPEN!4! 3.06! 1.30! 3.56! 1.08!
OPEN!5! 3.32! 1.24! 3.42! 1.56!
!! !! !! !! !!
HONESTY!1! 2.92! 1.24! 3.37! 0.94!
HONESTY!2! 2.89! 1.28! 3.42! 0.97!
HONESTY!3! 2.91! 1.28! 3.47! 1.08!
HONESTY!4! 2.82! 1.09! 3.00! 1.20!
HONESTY!5! 2.76! 1.23! 3.11! 1.01!
!! !! !! !! !!
PROCESS!1! 3.24! 1.28! 3.89! 1.12!
PROCESS!2! 2.69! 1.12! 3.09! 1.25!
PROCESS!3! 2.53! 1.09! 3.28! 1.21!
PROCESS!4! 2.79! 1.04! 3.21! 0.53!














! Mean! s.d.! 1! 2! 3! 4! 5!
Extent!of!Engagement! 2.21! .82! ! ! ! ! !
Control! 2.58! 1.1! .33*! ! ! ! !
Posture! 2.70! 1.0! .31*! .64***! ! ! !
Openness! 3.25! 1.0! .28**! .48***! .83***! ! !
Honesty! 2.86! .94! .01! .48***! .71***! .69***! !





! Mean! s.d.! 1! 2! 3! 4!
Extent!of!Engagement! 2.31! .92! ! ! ! ! !
Posture! 3.26! 1.0! .40*! ! ! !
Openness! 3.78! .94! .47**! .74***! ! !
Honesty! 3.27! .79! .31! .75***! .68***! !




! Mean! s.d.! 1! 2! 3! 4! 5!
Extent!of!Engagement! 2.31! .92! ! ! ! ! ! !
Control! 3.02! .80! .21! ! ! ! !
Posture! 3.24! .93! .47**! .54**! ! ! !
Openness! 3.78! .94! .47**! .66***! .79***! ! !
Honesty! 3.27! .79! .31! .36*! .74***! .68***! !































































Description! Variable! Factor1! Factor2! Factor3!
Composite!factor,!1st!order!
factor!analysis! EXTENT_ENGAGE! 0.5623! V0.3451! 0.5350!
Composite!factor,!1st!order!
factor!analysis! POSTURE! 0.8312! 0.0155! V0.0241!
Composite!factor,!1st!order!
factor!analysis! OPENNESS! 0.9300! 0.0802! 0.0077!
Composite!factor,!1st!order!
factor!analysis! HONESTY! 0.8179! V0.1826! V0.3035!
Composite!factor,!1st!order!
factor!analysis! FAIRNESS! 0.7764! V0.0080! V0.2987!
Dropped!from!1st!order!factor!
analysis! TIMING! 0.1701! V0.6897! 0.0309!
Dropped!from!1st!order!factor!
analysis! POSTURE!3! 0.5172! 0.2666! 0.4005!
Dropped!from!1st!order!factor!
analysis! CONTROL!1! 0.4881! V0.3037! 0.1686!
Dropped!from!1st!order!factor!
analysis! CONTROL!2! 0.6297! V0.0139! V0.1970!
Dropped!from!1st!order!factor!
analysis! CONTROL!3! 0.4168! 0.2658! V0.1219!
Dropped!from!1st!order!factor!
analysis! CONTROL!4! 0.2697! 0.6995! V0.2329!
Dropped!from!1st!order!factor!
































































Extent!of!Engagement! 2.21!(.82)! 2.31!(.92)! t=!.597,!NS!
Control! 2.58!(1.1)! 3.02!(.80)! t=!2.23,!(p<.05)!
Posture! 2.70!(1.0)! 3.23!(.93)! t=!2.59,!(p<.01)!
Openness! 3.25!(1.0)! 3.78!(.94)! t=!2.72,!(p<.01)!
Honesty! 2.86!(.94)! 3.27!(.79)! t=!2.30,!(p<.05)!




























Company! N! Mean!NGO! N!
Mean!
Investor!
AEP! 6! 3.33!(.80)! 2! 3.68!(.03)!
BP! 7! 2.30!(.99)! 5! 3.10!(.41)!
Chevron! 9! 2.63!(.67)! 3! 2.89!(.55)!
Conoco! 4! 2.56!(.95)! 4! 3.78!(.38)!
DTE! 3! 3.26!(1.1)! 1! 1.92!
Dominion! 1! 1.87! 0! !
Duke! 10! 2.71!(.75)! 0! !
Edison! 1! 3.83! 0! !
Exxon! 10! 2.25!(.68)! 6! 3.14!(.78)!
FirstEnergy! 2! 2.28!(.18)! 0! !
Ford! 4! 2.90!(1.2)! 3! 4.08!(.66)!
GM! 2! 3.87!(.47)! 0! !
Honda! 1! 2.72! 0! !
NextEra! 2! 3.49!(.33)! 0! !
Occidental! 1! 3.17! 1! 3.88!
Shell! 3! 3.04!(.97)! 0! !
Southern! 7! 3.11!(.80)! 4! 3.56!(.64)!
Total! 0! ! 3! 2.65!(.90)!
Toyota! 2! 2.94!(.68)! 0! !




Company! N! Mean!NGO! N! Mean!Investor!
AEP! 6! 2.39!(1.1)! 3! 3.45!(.97)!
BP! 8! 2.06!(.78)! 5! 1.97!(.75)!
Chevron! 9! 2.11!(.68)! 3! 2.38!(.95)!
Conoco! 4! 2.04!(.72)! 4! 1.91!(.70)!
DTE! 3! 2.01!(.21)! 1! .87!
Dominion! 1! 1.48! 0! !
Duke! 10! 2.89!(1.02)! 0! !
Edison! 1! 3.14!! 0! !
Exxon! 11! 2.10!(.55)! 7! 2.37!(.81)!
FirstEnergy! 3! 2.00!(.74)! 0! !
Ford! 4! 1.81!(1.3)! 3! 2.53!(1.0)!
GM! 3! 2.22!(1.05)! 0! !
Honda! 1! 1.49! 0! !
NextEra! 3! 2.09!(.28)! 0! !
Occidental! 1! 1.80! 2! 2.00!(.92)!
Shell! 3! 1.58!(.23)! 0! !
Southern! 7! 2.31!(.68)! 4! 3.06!(.74)!
Total! 0! ! 3! 1.41!(.41)!
Toyota! 2! 1.31!(.05)! 0! !






























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Power!Co.!A! March!2011! GGG! GGG!
Power!Co.!B! March!2011! GGG! August!31,!2012!September!17!&!18,!2012!
Power!Co.!C! March!2011! February!7,!2012! September!24,!2012!
Power!Co.!D! March!2011!! May!3,!2012! September!21!&!26,!2012!
Power!Co.!CEO!#1! March!2011! GGG! GGG!
Power!Co.!CEO!#2! March!2011! GGG! GGG!
Power!Co.!X! GGG! GGG! September!13,!2012!
NGO!A! May!17,!2011! January!10,!2012! September!17,!2012!

















































Date! 2007! Apr!2009! 2009F
2010!
Dec!2010?! Feb!to!May!
2011!
March!23F
24,!2011!
April!29,!
2011!
AprilFMay!
2011!
May!10,!2011!
*!Includes!CSAPR,!MATS,!and!GHG!regulations!
**!The!“Electric!Power!Regulatory!Coordination!Act!of!2011”!
!
Power(
Co.(&(
NGO(
actions(
Stakeholder!
call!
Stakeholder!
call!
! Other!
engageF
ment!
! Annual!
EnvirocareF
format!
engagement!
! EngageF
ments!cease!
External(
events(
! ! EPA!
announces!
CSAPR!
final!rule!
! EPA!
announces!
MATS!final!
rule!
! EPA!issues!
proposed!
GHG!
regulations!
!
Date! May!27,!
2011!
June!10,!2011! July!6,!
2011!
July!2011F
Jan!2012!
Dec.!16,!
2011!
Feb!2012! March!
2012!
!
! ! !
External(
events!
EPA!
announces!
CSAPR!
revised!rule!
EPA!to!
reconsider!
MATS!
Date! MayFJune!
2012!
July!20,!2012!
!! 200!
! !
200!
!! 201!
Appendix(F:(Quotes(to(support(analysis(of(framing(
(
Person( Integrative/Distributive(and(Loss>Gain(frames(
Power(Co.(
A(
(
Integrative(
Framing(
Integrative(framing:!As!we!come!out!of!the!meeting,!hopefully!we’ve!influenced!
each!other,!recognized!more!about!each!other’s!perspectives!and!maybe!come!
to!the!point!where!we!can!sit!together!on!the!same!side!of!the!table!when!we’re!
talking!to!a!group!in!Washington!or!in!the!state!capital.!That!would!be!an!ideal!
level!of!success.!!!
!
Integrative(framing:!The!more!consistent!the!feedback!is!on!the!rules,!the!better!
the!chance!of!influencing!those!rules!within!the!guidelines!that!are!given.!
Imagine!the!difference!if!the!feedback!of!the!total!group!tomorrow!were!aligned!
or!if!it!were!totally!diverse,!imagine!the!difference!from!EPA’s!perspective…if!
we’re!aligned!there’s!a!big!difference!compared!to!if!we!are!totally!separate!in!
our!views!and!opposed!in!our!views.!
!
Integrative(frame(&(Gain(frame((producing(a(better(plan):!What!we!will!talk!our!
way!through!is:!now!we!understand!those!two!different!perspectives,!and!at!
what!point!could!we!agree.!We’re!not!taking!the!position!of!just!saying!no,!we’re!
completely!opposed,!we!are!taking!the!position!that!as!all!these!rules!come!at!
us,!we!need!to!be!rational!about!how!we!do!implement!a!plan!that!gets!us!there,!
one!that!does!recognize!that!customer!rates!impact!a!number!of!people,!a!
number!of!jobs,!and!that!everybody!wants!to!operate!in!a!fashion!that’s!
environmentally!responsible,!that!we!want!to!be!responsible!about!how!we!go!
about!it,!and!recognize!the!economic!impacts!as!well.!!So!is!there!a!way!we!can!
get!to!a!future!point!environmentally,!that!is!also!acceptable!from!a!local!and!
national!economic!perspective.!!That’s!the!question!before!the!group,!and!the!
tensions!are!going!to!be!around!the!timing.!
!
Gain(frame((producing(a(better(outcome(than(litigation):!None!of!us!want!to!
sacrifice!health!for!rates,!however!you!want!to!characterize!that.!!But!this!is!a!
pretty!complicated!issue!and!we!all!have!different!opinions!about!the!science!
the!costs!and!the!benefits,!let’s!all!be!open!enough!to!talk!through!those,!
recognize!that!we!all!support!improvement!over!some!time!frame,!we!disagree!
on!what!that!time!frame!might!be!but!if!we!can!work!together…that!would!be!
better!than!continuing!to!go!through!the!litigation!process!and!delaying!and!
delaying!and!delaying.!!So!where!is!that!point!where!we!can!kind!of!come!
together!and!make!good!things!happen!for!our!country!from!an!environmental!
and!economic!perspective?!!
Power(Co.(
B(
(
Integrative(
Framing(
Integrative(framing((but(proposing(a(legislative(solution,(which(the(NGOs(
wanted(to(avoid):![In!my!mind!at!the!time!success!would!have!been]!if!the!
environmentalists!had!said,!‘Gee,!you!guys!are!right.!You!really!need!six!years!or!
seven!years’!or!‘We!need!to!at!least!give!you!five!years!for!sure.’!Would!that!
have!helped!influence!EPA!in!how!they!would!have!promulgated!the!regulations!
or!thought!kind!of!going!final!with!it?!Yeah,!it!could!have.!But!it!would!have!been!
difficult!to!get!where!we!wanted!to!go…with!the!EPA!rules!or!even!the!EPA!rules!
with!extensions.!To!get!there!I!think!you!have!to!have!legislation.!If!discussions!
went!really!well!and!we!move!towards!what!we!thought!was!a!good!outcome!
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then!it!would!have!resulted!in!us!kind!of!going!armSinSarm!to!Capitol!Hill!where!
our!various!representative!would!say,!"Gee,!the!environmentalists!agree,!Power!
Co.!agrees,!the!power!industry!agrees!–!this!is!a!great!settlement!where!we!get…!
everyone!gets!what!they!want.!But!we!do!legislation!so!it!can!happen.!
!
Gain(frame((producing(a(better(outcome(than(litigation):![They!NGOs!would!
say]!even!though!EPA!is!giving!us!everything!we!want,!we!have!to!worry!about!
the!fact!that!if!we!push!too!far!and!too!fast!that!there!might!be!a!pushback!from!
litigation!of!the!courts.!!But!upon!agreement!with!Power!Co.,!and!let’s!say!that!
was!brought!out!to!the!rest!of!industry,!then!you!would!in!effect!have!a!
settlement!of!the!parties!and!you!would!have!probably!not!seen!litigation.!
!
Gain(frame((producing(a(better(outcome(than(litigation):!In!the!long!run!there!
would!then!be!a!much!cleaner!environment!by!not!creating!a!set!of!regulations!
that!will!be!difficult!to!comply!with!and!would!create!the!potential!for!litigation,!
for!lawsuits,!for!all!sorts!of!other!things,!and!the!possibility!they!would!even!get!
thrown!out!which!is!what!happened!to!CSAPR.!
Power(Co.(
C(
(
Integrative(
Framing(
Integrative(framing:!To!me!we’re!getting!to!the!point!where!the!rubber!meets!
the!road,!in!that!one!of!the!objectives!of!a!process!like!this!as!I!understand!it!is,!
to!see!if!you!can!find!common!ground!in!certain!areas!and!work!together!to!find!
solutions….So!now!we’re!at!a!point!where!we’ve!engaged!with!stakeholders!for!a!
few!years.!Do!they!see!the!same!issues!and!can!we!work!together…to!come!up!
with!a!solution?!That!is!a!challenge.!But!if!we!can!come!out!of!a!discussion!like!
we’ll!have!tomorrow!with!willingness!to!work!together!and!find!solutions!to!this,!
then!to!me!you!have!a!benefit!to!the!process.!
(
Integrative(framing,(but(questioning(value(of(a(negotiated(solution:(Can!we!
reach!agreement!that!yes!there!actually!are!some!real!issues!here!this!time,!and!
it’s!in!everyone’s!interest!to!work!together?!I!think!we!can!probably!reach!some!
common!ground!there,!but!then!what!do!you!do!with!it?!And!can!you!go!to!EPA,!
can!they!write!more!flexibility!in,!or!do!you!really!need!to!go!to!Congress!and!
say,!you!need!to!change!the!law,!you!need!to!provide!more!flexibility,!and!allot!
more!time?!In!the!political!environment!right!now,!Washington,!I!think!that’s!a!
big!challenge.!
!
Integrative(framing,(but(questioning(value(of(a(negotiated(solution:(Can!We’re!
going!to!see!if!there!was!some!common!ground!we!could!agree!on!that!would!
allow!us!to!put!something!together,!that!might!provide!what!we!are!hoping!for,!
which!is!to!get!more!time.!But!where!you!took!that!I!don’t!think!we!ever!got!to!
that!point.!Is!that!something!when!you!approach!the!administrationSSbring!
something!to!EPA!that!you!can!put!into!the!regulation!they!are!working!on?!
Would!it!be!something!that!you!would!take!to!Congress?!I!don’t!think!the!NGOs!
had!any!appetite!to!go!to!Congress.!
!
Gain(frame((producing(a(better(outcome(than(fighting(and(litigation):!If!
engagement!breaks!down!and!we!disagree!then!we’ll!be!back!to!where!we!were!
at!that!gate,!where!you!just!fight!over!everything.!If!the!outcome!is!everyone!is!
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suing!EPA!on!rules,!then!nothing!has!changed.!So!can!you!reach!some!
understanding,!some!common!ground!or!solutions!that’s!outside!of!arguing!
before!a!panel!of!judges!in!Washington?!
NGO(A(
(
Ambivalent(
Framing(
Distributive(framing:!If!the!decision!was!as!stark!as!additional!years!before!they!
have!to!cut!their!emissions,!no!there!isn’t!really!a!way!to!accommodate!those!
concerns.!Our!perspective!and!something!I!have!told!the!Power!Co.!CEO!and!
others!for!the!last!couple!of!years,!our!reaction!to!the!argument!that!they!need!
more!time,!is!that!these!rules!have!been!delayed!20!years!already!and!that!we!
have!been!fighting!the!administration,!we!have!been!fighting!the!power!sector!
for!the!last!two!decades!to!get!these!rules!implemented.!They!have!known!
during!that!entire!time!that!at!some!point!the!string!of!delays!was!going!to!run!
out!and!we!are!not!all!sympathetic!with!the!argument!that!in!2011!the!time!
remaining!to!implement!these!already!delayed!rules!is!now!a!lot!shorter!than!if!
they!had!started!working!on!it!in!say!2008.!
(
Distributive(framing(&(Loss(frame((legislative(proposal/preventing(erosion(of(
EPA(standards):(Defeating!a!Power!Co.!legislative!proposal!if!it!is!ever!introduced!
is!going!to!be!our!objective.!That’s!step!one.!Getting!Power!Co.’s!power!plants!
into!compliance!with!strong!EPA!rules!on!time,!is!the!core!objective!and!doing!
that!in!a!way!that!doesn’t!lock!in!additional!decades!of!emissions!is!another!
important!strategic!objective.!
!
Distributive(framing(&(Loss(frame((was(Power(Co.’s(support(valuable(enough(to(
concede(losses(on(the(emissions(issue?):(Well,!the!ideal!outcome!from!our!
perspective!is!that!we!would!have!persuaded!the!company!that!with!a!little!
effort,!it!could!in!fact!comply!with!EPA!rules!that!we!were!supporting!on!the!
timetable!that!we!were!advocating.!The!probably!more!realistic!expectation!
would!have!been!that!they!would!have!said!that!they!needed!some!specific!
things!to!be!in!EPA’s!rules!in!order!for!them!to!not!be!attacking!those!rules.!So!
we!would!have!tried!to!negotiate!down!what!those!specific!things!were!to!a!
point!where!we!would!have!been!able!to!decide!whether...well!Power!Co.’s!
support!would!be!great!but!was!the!lack!of!aggressive!attack!sufficiently!valuable!
that!we!would!be!willing!to!say!okay!to!the!things!that!they!were!asking!for?!
!
Integrative(framing(&(Gain(frame((producing(a(better(outcome(than(
distributive(tactics(would):!If!we!discontinue!our!attempts!to!reach!agreement!
where!we!can,!and!we!just!go!to!the!conventional!mode!of!lobbing!our!best!
arguments!at!some!thirdSparty!and!using!whatever!influence!we!have!to!try!to!
achieve!our!objective!and!defeat!their!objective…it!isn't!the!best!way!to!go!about!
things.!It!consumes!a!lot!of!time,!and!it!consumes!a!significant!amount!of!
political!capital!and!resources.!!The!other!ways!consume!time!too,!but!defeating!
an!opponent!is!not!a!path!to!a!sustainable!policy!environment!if!your!opponent!
feels!aggrieved!and!its!convinced!of!the!notion!that!the!other!protagonist!is!
hopeless!and!not!to!be!trusted!and!never!satisfied!and!so!on!and!so!forth.!!
Because!all!that!does!is!set!up!the!next!interaction!to!be!one!that!is!going!to!be!
characterized!by!fighting!and!charges!and!counter!charges.!
!
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Ambivalent(framing:!Our!engagement!with!Power!Co.!is!not!exclusively!
adversarial!and!it’s!not!exclusively!collaborative.!It’s!a!mixture!of!modes.!
NGO(B(
(
Integrative(
Framing(
Integrative(framing:!All!right,!so!let's!figure!it!out,!you!need!an!extra!five!years,!
three!years,!okay.!We’ve!lived!with!this!now!for!40!years,!we’re!okay!with!
another!three.!
!
Integrative(framing:!Their!fundamental!business!interests!are!to!build!assets!in!
rate!base,!to!see!wholesale!power!prices!strengthen,!and,!but!to!do!that!in!ways!
that!manage!that!for!customers.!And!none!of!that!is!particularly!antithetical!to!
what!we!are!trying!to!get!done!as!environmental!advocates.!So!there's!a!lot!
more!that!we!have!in!common!in!terms!of!common!interests.!
We!want!to!see!capital!deployed!because!we!want!to!see!cleaner!energy!
technology.!!Wholesale!power!prices!are!an!important!factor!in!being!able!to!
economically!justify!renewable!energy.!!And!at!the!same!time!as!well!none!of!us!
want!this!to!be!more!expensive!than!it!absolutely!has!to!be.!We!are!all!energy!
customers!too.!
!
!
Person( Trust(in(other’s(benevolence(
Power(Co.(
B(
The!idealistic!nature!of!the!NGO's!and!how!they're!funded!and!what!they!stand!
for!doesn't!make!them!I!guess!as!willing!to!compromise!on!some!of!these!
things…whereas!in!a!publicly!traded!company!we!can't!afford!to!be!idealistic.!
Their!political!calculus!or!their!I!guess!environmental!calculus!is!a!lot!different!
because!they're!not!always!looking!for!that!greater!good!if!it!would!be!used!
publicly!as!undermining!what!they!stand!for!regardless!of!the!actual!truth!or!not.!
!
I!saw!a!pretty!slim!to!no!prospect!that!we!would!get!them!to!see!that!there!
was…some!way!to!sort!of!ameliorate!what!we!saw!as!something!that!was!very,!
very!costly!and!unnecessarily!so.!And!going!in,!my!own!was,!yes,!it's!good!to!talk!
about!things!to!see!if!there!is!anything!that!they!might!be!willing!to!negotiate.!
But!I!didn't!go!in!with!a!whole!bunch!of!optimism.!And!I!would!say!that!most!of!
the!people!in!the!room!who!have!been!involved!in!this!kind!of!thing!were!not!
particularly!optimistic!either.!It!wasn't!like!we!were!totally!going!through!the!
motions.!I!think!we!wanted!to!know!where!they!were!coming!from!or!be!sure!
where!they!were!coming!from!and!see!if!there!was!any!possibility!that!they!
would!have!some!willingness!to!negotiate.!
Power(Co.(
C(
I!am!remembering!meeting!in!the!97!or!98!timeframe!with!NGO!A!where!he!said!
the!objective!of!his!organization!is!to!eliminate!all!use!of!coal!in!the!United!
States,!and!that's!basically!what!his!organization!had!been!trying!to!do!for!25!
years!and!they!weren't!going!to!stop.!!And!so!fast!forward!a!decade!or!so!and!
now!we!are!in!stakeholder!engagement!with!him!and!having!discussions!on!what!
areas!we!can!agree!on.!Did!he!change!his!view!from!what!I!heard!him!say!a!
decade!earlier?!Or!is!that!still!their!objective!and!we!are!just!sort!of!playing!a!
game!here?!We!don’t!support!a!position!that!would!eliminate!all!coal!at!this!
point.!!That!may!at!some!point!in!the!future!makes!sense.!!It!doesn't!today.!!So!if!
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that!is!still!NGO!A’s!feeling!and!we!have!our!feeling,!you're!not!going!to!close!
that!gap.!!So!you!talk!a!lot!but!maybe!there's!a!gap!there!you!couldn't!close.!
!
NGO(B( They’re!very!quickly!backing!away!from!their!more!environmentally!progressive!
rhetoric!of!a!year!or!two!or!three!years!ago.!!So!what!you’re!seeing!is!a!rapid!
repositioning!of!the!company,!but!in!a!way!that’s!designed!to!avoid!accusations!
of!hypocrisy!or!being!a!fairSweather!friend.!
!
Right!now!they!are!proceeding!under!the!assumption!that!they!need!more!time,!
it!will!save!them!money,!it!will!make!life!easier!politically!and!there!is!no!down!
side!to!doing!it.!And!so!what!we!need!to!do!is!put!that!other!side!of!the!ledger!
on!the!table!and!expect!them!to!validate!and!work!with!those!concerns.!!If!we!
can!do!that!and!they!are!willing!to!do!that,!then!that’s!a!real!partnership,!if!they!
have!no,!if!at!the!end!of!the!day!they!are!unable!to!get!their!minds!around!that,!
if!at!the!end!of!the!day!we’re!unable!to!deliver!that!information!to!them!and!
subsequently!they!are!unable!to!get!their!minds!around!it,!then!yeah!I!don’t!
really!know!what!kind!of!partnership!we!really!have.!At!that!point!it!really!is!just!
a!question!of!them!bringing!us!in!so!that!we!can!hold!their!hands!and!say!there,!
there!it’ll!all!be!okay?!!And!that!was!a!little!bit!the!tenor!of!the![Envirocare]!
meeting!I!think.!They!were!looking!for!out!of!the!meeting,!was!our!validating!
their!tough!time.!
!
What!wasn’t!quite!clear!to!me!is!how!receptive!they!were!to!really!problem!
solving!their!issues,!whether!from!their!perspective!the!real!point!of!the!meeting!
was!simply!to!convince!us!of!the!rightness!of!their!point!of!view!and!to!have!us!
legitimize!it.!
!
( (
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Appendix(G:(Primary(arguments,(responses,(and(counter>responses(
!
Power(Co.( NGO(response( Power(Co.(response(
High%costs%and%
short%compliance%
timelines%might%
create%reliability%
concerns%if%the%we%
have%to%idle%plants%
or%shut%them%
down%prematurely%
NGO%B:%It’s%said%that%patriotism%is%
the%last%refuge%for%scoundrels;%well%
reliability%is%the%last%refuge%of%
scoundrel%utility%businesses.%%If%you%
want%to%try%to%intimidate%anybody,%
whether%it's%an%environmental%
regulator%or%an%economic%
regulator,%if%you%want%to%
intimidate%them%into%approving%a%
relaxation%of%environmental%
requirements%or%the%rate%of%return%
that%you%believe%is%necessary%in%
order%to%adequately%reward%your%
shareholders,%the%first%thing%that%
you%say%is%if%you%fail%to%do%this%we%
will%not%be%able%to%maintain%the%
system%viably%and%the%lights%will%go%
out%and%that%will%be%your%fault.%%
To%say,%"You're%exaggerating,"%
You're%exaggerating%until%the%lights%
go%out.%%We%felt%obligated%to%say,%
"Hey%look,%if%you%try%to%do%too%much%
too%soon,%you’re%increasing%the%risk%
that%there%would%be%a%problem."%
There’s%been%a%number%of%programs,%
like%when%Congress%was%writing%the%
90%Clean%Air%Act%amendments,%
where%the%industry%was%saying%the%
sky%is%falling,%the%sky%is%falling,%this%is%
going%to%be%a%disaster,%and%it%wasn’t%
a%disaster.%And%so%we%have%to%
recognize%that%in%the%past%we’ve%
cried%wolf%and%people%may%think%
you’re%just%crying%wolf%again.%%This%
time%I%think%we%may%be%overstating%
things%some,%but%I%think%we’re%much%
closer%to%this%is%a%real%problem,%and%
it’s%part%driven%by%the%time%frames%
and%in%part%it’s%the%way%the%law%is%
written.%%
Completing%the%
construction%for%
MATS%controls%
would%be%
physically%
impossible%in%
three%years;%
longer%compliance%
timelines%would%
allow%us%to%meet%
the%requirements%
with%fewer%
negative%
consequences%
NGO%A:%They%have%known%during%
that%entire%time%that%at%some%point%
the%string%of%delays%was%going%to%
run%out.%We%are%not%all%
sympathetic%with%the%argument%
that%in%2011%the%time%remaining%to%
implement%these%already%delayed%
rules%is%now%a%lot%shorter%than%if%
they%had%started%working%on%it%in%
say%2008.%
%
In%March%of%2011,%EPA%proposed%a%
rule%and%it%was%the%very%first%time%
that%we%saw%what%the%emission%
limits%were.%So,%the%NGOs%say%we%
knew%it%was%coming.%Well,%we%knew%
it%was%coming%but%we%didn't%know%
that%direct%impact%on%our%customers%
or%on%our%system%on%a%plantWbyWplant%
basis.%%The%other%thing%that%they're%
saying%is,%"You%could%have%done%this%
stuff%sooner."%%But%you%cannot%get%
cost%recovery%from%a%state%public%
utility%commission%unless%you're%
required%[by%law%to%put%in%pollution%
controls].%
Upgrading%plants%
would%impose%
exorbitant%and%
rapid%cost%
increases%on%
consumers%
already%hit%by%
recession%
NGO%A:%That%is%a%real%obstacle%that%
the%Power%Co.%planners%have%to%
take%into%account%but%we’re%
prepared%to%make%the%case%that%
these%additional%expenses%or%
electricity%are%worth%the%benefits,%
and%that’s%what%we%would%like%
Power%Co.%to%be%arguing%too.%
WWW%
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!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
i!Power!Co.!decided!to!support!the!WaxmanSMarkey!bill!for!several!reasons.!First,!they!
acknowledged!that!as!a!company,!they!had!a!responsibility!to!try!to!find!a!solution!to!the!
climate!change!problem.!Second,!addressing!climate!change!fit!with!the!company’s!longerSterm!
generation!strategy,!which!included!energy!efficiency!and!“decarbonizing”!the!generation!fleet!
through!retirements!of!coal!units.!Third,!Power!Co.!people!believed!that!given!the!political!
situation!at!the!time,!some!sort!of!climate!legislation!was!highly!likely.!It!was!better!to!be!at!the!
table!shaping!the!legislation!than!to!remain!neutral!or!to!oppose!it.!As!one!Power!Co.!person!
said,!“There!is!the!old!slogan,!if!you're!not!at!the!table!you're!on!the!menu.!So!it!was!important!
for!us!to!be!engaged.”!
!
Finally,!the!company!had!a!close!working!relationship!with!a!key!Congressional!sponsor,!who!
chaired!a!powerful!committee!responsible!for!considering!the!climate!bill.!As!one!company!
person!described!it,!“The!Congressman!pretty!much!directly!spoke!to!our!CEO!and!said,!‘Look,!I!
believe!I!can!get!a!deal!that!the!industry!will!live!with!if!you!support!me.’!We!took!him!at!his!
word,!based!upon!our!experience!with!him.!That!was!probably!the!single!most!important!factor!
in!getting!behind!the!bill.!He!talked!with!us!early!and!often.!In!some!cases!he!asked!us!to!help!
draft!revisions!of!the!bill.”!
!
ii!For!a!variety!of!reasons,!Power!Co.!did!not!like!to!ask!regulators!to!approve!sudden!and!
significant!rate!increases.!If!rate!increases!were!needed!the!company!preferred!to!plan!for!them!
well!in!advance!and!phase!them!in!gradually.!
!
iii!Because!Power!Co.!is!a!regulated!utility,!it!would!normally!pass!environmental!improvement!
costs!directly!onto!consumers!in!the!form!of!higher!electricity!rates.!This!is!referred!to!as!“cost!
recovery.”!The!company!recovers!the!costs!of!its!investment!and!also!makes!a!return!on!that!
investment.!Although!it!might!seem!counterintuitive!that!a!company!would!earn!a!return!on!
capital!invested!to!meet!mandatory!regulations,!this!is!a!function!of!the!social!and!regulatory!
contract!that!governs!regulated!utilities.!They!ensure!reliable!electric!service!at!a!reasonable!
rate,!in!exchange!for!a!reasonable,!but!not!exorbitant,!margin!of!profit.!StateSlevel!regulators!
calculate!electricity!rates!in!part!by!determining!what!a!reasonable!return!on!capital!would!be!
for!a!particular!company.!Costs!for!environmental!improvements!that!are!mandated!by!law!are!
usually,!but!sometimes!not!fully,!recoverable.!To!the!extent!that!environmental!improvements!
costs!might!not!be!recoverable,!this!could!“materially!reduce!future!net!income!and!cash!flows,”!
according!to!the!company’s!2011!annual!report.!
!
iv!The!company!invested!capital!in!one!of!three!ways:!in!generation,!transmission!and!
distribution,!and!mandatory!environmental!controls!like!the!ones!that!the!EPA!was!proposing.!
From!a!strict!ROI!standpoint,!investing!in!transmission!and!distribution!is!generally!the!most!
attractive!of!the!three!choices!because!it!is!expected!to!involve!less!time!for!cost!recovery,!and!
is!relatively!low!risk!compared!to!other!options!such!as!building!a!new!power!plant.!
!
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Summary!of!dissertation!findings!and!contributions!
!
The!three!essays!in!this!dissertation!expand!our!understanding!of!corporate!stakeholder!
engagement!strategies!and!engagement!outcomes,!as!well!as!the!factors!that!both!enhance!and!
impede!efforts!to!create!shared!value!through!engagement.!!
!
Essays%#1%&%#2:%Corporate%stakeholder%engagement%strategies%
The!first!paper!in!the!dissertation!uses!a!combination!of!empirical!data!and!a!synthesis!of!
concepts!in!the!literature!to!develop!a!framework!for!evaluating!firm@level!stakeholder!
engagement!strategies.!The!framework!specifies!each!of!the!eight!constituent!elements!more!
clearly!than!what!is!found!in!the!existing!literature,!adding!definitional!and!conceptual!clarity,!
and!describing!how!each!element!can!vary!on!a!spectrum!from!least!to!most!advanced.!The!
framework!also!proposes!three!strategy!elements!that!are!new!to!the!literature:!control!over!
the!engagement!process;!timing!of!stakeholder!involvement;!and!involvement!of!senior!leaders!
in!engagement.!
The!second!paper!uses!the!strategy!framework!to!develop!and!validate!scales!for!
measuring!individual!companies’!strategy!elements,!and!test!which!of!these!vary!together!to!
comprise!a!higher@order!strategy.!This!type!of!analysis!has!not!yet!been!done!in!the!research!on!
stakeholder!engagement,!which!instead!relies!on!descriptive!strategy!typologies!comprised!of!
elements!that!are!assumed,!but!not!proven,!to!vary!together.!This!analysis!generated!six!first@
order!factors,!five!of!which!combined!to!form!a!Strategy!factor.!A!sixth!factor—Extent!of!
Engagement—did!not!factor!with!the!others.!!
The!Strategy!and!Extent!of!Engagement!factors!produced!an!ordering!of!companies!from!
low!to!high!that!were!roughly!aligned,!and!that!to!some!degree!track!anecdotal!evidence!from!
the!qualitative!portion!of!the!research.!Exxon!and!Chevron,!both!relatively!low!scorers!in!the!
survey,!were!mentioned!by!several!stakeholders!in!interviews!as!representing!a!low!standard!of!
stakeholder!engagement,!in!terms!of!the!extent!of!engagement!activities!and!their!character!in!
the!engagement!process!itself.!AEP!and!Ford,!which!were!both!high!scorers!on!the!Strategy!
factor,!were!mentioned!as!representing!a!high!standard!or!advanced!approach!to!engagement.!!
Together,!the!first!and!second!essays!in!this!dissertation!represent!a!first!step!in!defining!
and!measuring!elements!of!a!corporate!stakeholder!engagement!strategy.!These!findings!can!be!
used!as!a!foundation!to!further!develop!the!individual!components!that!comprise!engagement!
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strategy;!develop!new!data!sources!to!evaluate!strategy!dimensions!(including!but!not!limited!to!
stakeholder!surveys);!and!refine!the!method!for!combining!individual!strategy!elements!into!
higher@order!strategy!scores.!!
These!firm@level!strategy!scores!could!then!be!used!to!explore!a!variety!of!questions!such!
as!whether!corporate!engagement!strategies!vary!by!stakeholder!type,!company!industry,!
company!size,!or!other!variables;!why!a!company!adopts!a!certain!strategy—for!instance!as!a!
function!of!corporate!leadership,!industry!type,!stakeholder!pressure,!and!previous!experiences!
with!stakeholders;!and!whether!different!corporate!strategies!are!correlated!with!specific!kinds!
of!engagement!outcomes!such!as!shared!value!creation!or!fewer!instances!of!undesirable!
engagements!like!shareholder!resolutions.!
!
Essays%#2%&%#3:%Engagement%process%and%outcomes%
In!addition!to!developing!the!engagement!strategy!framework!just!described,!the!first!essay!of!
the!dissertation!also!uses!empirical!data!in!conjunction!with!concepts!from!several!related!
literatures!to!propose!six!kinds!of!outcomes!that!can!result!from!engagement.!Three!involve!
aspects!of!learning!and!relationship!building,!and!three!address!tangible!changes.!This!essay!
expands!the!range!of!possible!engagement!outcomes!beyond!the!kinds!of!tangible!results!that!
the!literature!currently!emphasizes.!The!findings!also!confirm!that!engagement!participants!
both!recognize!and!have!successfully!realized!the!shared!value!creation!potential!for!
engagement,!which!is!a!central!tenet!of!stakeholder!theory.!
The!third!essay!is!a!fine@grained!analysis!of!an!attempt!by!one!firm!using!an!advanced!
engagement!strategy!and!NGO!stakeholders!to!create!shared!value.!The!essay!builds!on!the!
findings!of!the!first!essay!in!two!ways.!One,!as!the!analysis!makes!clear,!an!advanced!
engagement!strategy!(e.g.!multiple,!interactive!forms!of!engagement;!stakeholder!involvement!
in!decision@making;!proactive!engagement!posture;!and!open!and!honest!corporate!
engagement!character)!is!supportive!of!a!shared!value!aspiration,!but!it!is!not!enough!to!ensure!
its!fruition.!Other!factors!also!influence!engagement!outcomes,!including!the!negotiation!frames!
held!by!engagement!participants,!issue!characteristics!and!situational!factors,!and!the!
engagement!process!itself.!
The!second!way!this!essay!builds!on!the!first!paper!is!by!showing!how!different!kinds!of!
engagement!outcomes!inter@relate!and!influence!one!another.!In!particular,!the!analysis!traces!
the!role!of!relational!capital!in!holding!the!participants!together!in!an!attempt!to!influence!one!
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another,!change!the!company,!and!create!shared!value!(the!tangible!outcomes!that!were!
identified!in!the!first!essay).!The!analysis!also!reveals!the!fragility!of!shared!value!creation!in!the!
face!of!compelling!reasons!for!each!side!to!advance!its!own!separate!agenda,!and!identifies!
practical!implications!for!mitigating!this!fragility!and!increasing!the!possibility!for!productive!
outcomes.!
In!this!essay,!I!asked!the!question:!What!prevented!the!participants!from!realizing!the!
possibility!they!envisioned!for!engagement?!I!argue!that!a!combination!of!situational!factors,!
issue!characteristics,!and!relational!ambivalence—the!simultaneous!presence!of!interpersonal!
trust!and!distrust—motivated!the!company!to!engage!in!“quasi@cooperation”!with!stakeholders,!
which!ultimately!contributed!to!the!failure!of!engagement.!Quasi@cooperation!is!the!
simultaneous!deployment!of!cooperative!and!competitive!tactics!within!a!negotiation!or!
engagement.!
I!argue!that!one!of!the!company’s!competitive!tactics!(a!secret!legislative!effort)!likely!
influenced!the!cooperatively!framed!negotiation!by!establishing!a!single@issue!distributive!loss!
frame!as!a!reference!point!for!negotiation!instead!of!a!gain!frame.!In!response,!the!NGOs!
hardened!their!negotiating!position,!and!the!negotiation!took!on!a!distributive!loss@frame!flavor.!
The!talks!were!essentially!stalled!until!the!unintended!revelation!of!the!company’s!secret!
legislative!effort.!The!company!proved!unwilling!to!abandon!the!legislation,!and!the!NGOs!took!
escalatory!action,!ultimately!resulting!in!a!destruction!of!working!relationships!and!the!potential!
for!shared!value!creation.!
In!addition!to!contributing!a!detailed,!empirical!analysis!of!engagement!to!the!literature!on!
stakeholder!theory,!this!essay!expands!research!on!trust!and!negotiation!in!several!ways.!The!
paper!offers!a!temporal,!process@based!social!psychological!analysis!of!a!real!negotiation.!This!
kind!of!analysis!is!rare!in!behavioral!negotiation!research,!which!relies!heavily!on!laboratory!
studies!and!has!been!criticized!for!its!“black!box”!bias!towards!studying!inputs!and!outputs!and!
ignoring!interaction!processes.!
The!paper!also!finds!evidence!for!a!phenomenon!that!has!not!been!previously!described!in!
the!negotiation!literature:!“quasi@cooperation.”!While!the!small!body!of!existing!research!is!
coalescing!around!the!idea!that!dual!distributive@integrative/competitive@cooperative!
negotiation!strategies!can!be!productive!and!even!beneficial,!questions!remain!as!to!the!
conditions!under!which!this!holds!true.!In!this!case,!quasi@cooperation!was!ultimately!
unproductive!because!part!of!the!competitive!strategy!remained!hidden,!and!dragged!the!
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cooperatively!framed!negotiation!towards!a!distributive!interaction.!This!violated!the!integrity@
based!trust!upon!which!the!negotiation!depended.!This!points!to!at!least!two!conditions!that!
must!be!in!place!for!a!dual!strategy!to!work:!actions!must!not!violate!the!conditions!that!enable!
the!negotiation!to!exist,!and!they!must!not!tip!the!negotiation!into!a!competitive!dynamic!from!
which!it!is!difficult!to!recover.!
This!essay!also!contributes!to!research!on!trust!in!several!ways.!One!is!by!clarifying!the!
definitions!of!different!forms!of!trust!that!have!been!proposed!in!the!literature,!and!showing!
how!they!interact!in!an!empirical!setting,!providing!an!empirical!confirmation!of!the!multiplex!
view!of!trust,!in!which!relationships!are!viewed!not!as!unidimensional!and!uniplex!but!instead!as!
a!complex,!multidimensional!construct!involving!simultaneous!trust!and!distrust!on!different!
dimensions!(Lewicki!et!al.,!1998).!I!use!the!term!“relational!ambivalence”!to!describe!the!
coexistence!of!trust!and!distrust!within!the!context!of!a!personal!relationship,!and!show!the!role!
that!unresolved!relational!ambivalence!played!in!generating!the!engagement!failure.!
The!third!contribution!of!this!study!is!a!temporal!and!process@based!examination!of!how!
trust!operates!through!its!different!phases:!trust!building,!stability,!and!dissolution,!which!is!
uncommon!in!a!field!that!looks!at!trust!as!a!static!concept!or!investigates!just!one!or!two!of!the!
phases!of!trust.!The!study!contributes!in!particular!to!the!understanding!of!trust!violation!and!
trust!betrayal,!and!the!differences!between!the!two.!
Many!of!the!paper’s!findings!on!negotiation!and!trust!have!practical!implications!that!could!
inform!how!future!engagements!might!proceed.!For!instance,!the!practice!of!mutual!
acknowledgement;!the!timing!and!sequencing!of!moves!within!engagement;!moving!towards!an!
interest@based!dialogue!rather!than!a!position@based!discussion;!surfacing!assumptions!about!
trust!and!relationship!expectations;!and!considering!the!impacts!of!proposed!actions!to!
relationships!could!all!be!considered!as!possibilities!for!improving!the!potential!of!engagement!
to!generate!satisfactory!outcomes!for!all!parties.!
